DATA SHEET

EFT MIGRATION SERVICES
WHY USE PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES?
Globalscape’s Professional Services
team has extensive experience with EFT
implementations and migrations across
a variety of industries and geographies.
Using their expertise, tools, and resources,
Professional Services collaborates with you
to create and implement a migration plan
that helps ensure business continuity and
successful project completion.

ABOUT GLOBALSCAPE
Globalscape is a pioneer in securing and
automating the movement and integration
of data seamlessly in, around and outside
your business, between applications, people
and places, in and out of the cloud. Founded
in 1996, Globalscape’s data exchange and
integration software and services are trusted by
over 13,000 customers in over 150 countries
worldwide, including global enterprises,
governments, and small and medium
enterprises. Headquartered in San Antonio,
TX, Globalscape enables companies to increase
business agility by unleashing the power of
data. Whether you are a line-of-business
stakeholder struggling to connect multiple
cloud applications or an IT professional tasked
with integrating partner data into homegrown
or legacy systems, Globalscape provides cloud
services that automate your work, secure
your data and integrate your applications –
while giving visibility to those who need it.
Globalscape makes business flow brilliantly.
Globalscape has consistently been named a top
workplace by Computerworld, the San Antonio
Business Journal, Texas Monthly, and the San
Antonio Express-News, among others.

MINIMIZE RISK AND MIGRATE YOUR
EFT SUCCESSFULLY
Migrating any server can be a complex project, with several tasks to coordinate and many
dependencies to consider. If not executed properly, you put your business at risk for costly
downtime and lengthy project timelines. It’s important to use a migration team that has the
knowledge and resources necessary to perform a smooth transition.
The Professional Services team at Globalscape has the expertise needed to guide you
through an EFT migration or upgrade process. Using their thorough understanding of the EFT
product, combined with automated tools and best practices, our team can help you minimize
risk and execute a successful migration.

A PROVEN MIGRATION PROCESS
EFT Migration Services use highly trained Globalscape consultants who work with you to
create the best strategy for your migration. These certified professionals will assist you
in analyzing your business and project objectives and developing a project plan that takes
into account possible roadblocks and system constraints. Once the migration has been
completed, our experts perform thorough testing and validation to help ensure your EFT
configuration has been moved successfully.
Globalscape offers 4 migration-related services:
EFT standalone or HA Migration: Designed to work with your staff when migrating
an existing EFT standalone or HA configuration into another existing EFT system,
whether this is hosted on-premises or in the cloud.
EFT Arcus Migration: Designed to work with your staff on migrating an existing EFT
standalone or HA configurations into our SaaS managed file transfer platform, EFT
Arcus.
EFT In-Place Upgrade: Designed to provide an EFT in-place version upgrade on
existing EFT.
EFT Cut-over: Designed to assist customers during a cut-over event or
maintenance window when switching from an old environment into a new EFT
environment.

Ask your account manager about EFT Migration Services and
let us help you execute a smooth, successful migration project.
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